The NP-problem is solved by showing that the clique problem has no polynomial time algorithm in the worst case. For this the General Worst Case Theorem and First and Second Fixed Type Theorems are proved. These theorems are used to prove that the clique problem has no polynomial time algorithm in the worst case.
Introduction.
In this paper I give a proof that NP is not equal to P. I use the clique problem which is proved to be NP-complete in Karp [1] . To prove NP is not equal to P, it is shown that the clique problem does not have a polynomial time algorithm in the worst case. In §2 contains some basic notations. In §3 contains basic definitions. §4 contains the General Average and Worst Case Theorems. In §5 contains further definitions and notations. In §6 the First and Second Fixed Type Theorems are proved. §7 contains the proof of NP is not equal to P using the second fixed type theorem.
Definition 6. SubObjectsSet: is defined to be a set, say S C , such that |S C | is a finite integer, and for all Ob b ∈ S C , Ob b ⊂ Ob i (where Ob i is an arbitrary Object) and for all Ob b ∈ S C satisfies some condition.
Definition 7. EnumeratorFunction: An EnumeratorFunction, say f e is a deterministic computable function such that f e takes an Object Ob i as a parameter and returns a SubObjectsSet, say S C (or f e (Ob i ) = S C ).
Remark 2. Exemplifying, let S a be an AtomSet that is a finite set of integers, and f oc an ObjectCreatorFunction. Then Ob i is an Object that is a finite sequence of no repeating integers from S a in the descending order. Then a SubObjectsSet, say S C can be constructed from S a ( using an EnumeratorFunction, say f e ) such that all elements of S C is a sub sequence of Ob i , with an additional condition such that all sequences in the set S C does not contain the numbers 5 or 15. In this case |S C | ≤ |S a | × |S a | + 1 . In another case the set S a may be a finite set of vertices (of some graph). let f oc be another ObjectCreatorFunction such that f oc constructs an Object that is a graph, say G such that the cardinality of the set of vertices of G is equal to |S a |. A SubObjectsSet, say S C can be constructed from S a ( using an EnumeratorFunction, say f e ) such that all elements of S C is a sub graph of G, with the additional condition that the cardinalities of the set of vertices of a graph in S C is 10. In this case the vertices of a graph in S C is an element of S a . In this example |S C | ≤ 2 |Sa| . In another case S C may be the set of all sub graphs of some graph, say G.
Remark 3. The symbols S C and S i C are both used to denote arbitrary SubObjectsSet(s).
Definition 8. Property: Let Ob j be an Object, and pr i a computable function, then pr i is a property if pr i takes Ob j as a the only parameter to it, and returns a boolean value (i.e., either true or f alse).
Remark 4. For example, let pr i be a Property, then if a finite graph, say G, is passed as a parameter to pr i would result in true value returned, if the graph G has clique of size 100. 
Definition 10. Two Objects, say Ob i and Ob j are said to be of the same Type, if there exists a Object, say Ob L such that Ob i ⊂ Ob L and Ob j ⊂ Ob L .
Remark 6. Exemplifying, let G i and G j be graphs then G i and G j are said to be of the same type if and only if there exists a larger graph, say G L such that G i and G j are sub graphs (or sub Objects) of G L . In another example let L i be a list of finite integers from 10 to 25 and L j a list of finite integers from 20 to 40, and let L L be a list of integers from 1 to 50 then L i and L j are of the same type since L i and L j are sub lists (or sub Objects) of L L . In this case we say that the name of the type of the Objects is List. In the former case we say that the name of the type of the Objects is graph.
Definition 11. T ype(Ob i ): is defined to be name of the type of the Object Ob i .
Assumption 2. FinitenessAsuumption: Let S a be an AtomSet, then the set { Ob i : Ob i is constructed from the AtomSet S a , and T ype(Ob i ) = "SomeT ype" } is a finite non empty set but not a countably infinite set.
The next assumption (PropertyAssumption) is only used in the SecondFixedTypeTheorem.
Assumption 3. PropertyAssumption: Let pr i be a property, and let
• Ob i be an Object, and
• for all Ob b ⊂ Ob i , pr i (Ob i ) = true or f alse, and
• Ob i be constructed from the AtomSet S a , and
• |S a | = m, and
• if the elements of S a can be linearly ordered (i.e., if a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a m are the elements of S a , then a 1 < a 2 < a 3 < · · · < a m ) then there exists an AtomSet S a,n such that
• |S a,n | = 2 2 m , and
• S a ⊂ S a,n , and
• there exists S a,p ⊂ S a,n such that -|S a,p | = m, and -for all a j,p ∈ S a,p and for all a i ∈ S a , a j,p < a i
• there exists S a,q ⊂ S a,n such that -|S a,q | = m, and -for all a j,q ∈ S a,q and for all a i ∈ S a , a i < a j,q . • for all S1 B ∈ T S1 B , f (S1 B ) = "xy" , and
where f is a computable function.
Proof. Let B = {X, Y} , and f S B a deterministic computable function, and S B a string such that f S B (S B ) = B. Let T S B be the set of all such S B . In order to prove the lemma, it is enough to prove that there exists a function f T , such that for all S B , f T (S B ) = "xy" or "yx" and there is at-least one S1 B and S2 B such that f T (S1 B ) = "xy" and f T (S2 B ) = "yx". Since f S B is a computable function, and since f S B (S B ) = B it follows that (when S B is passed as a parameter to f S B ) there is a sequence of computations, say c x1 , c x2 , . . . , c xn which results in the construction of the set X, and a sequence of computation, say c y1 , c y2 , . . . , c ym which results in the construction of the set Y. Let f T is constructed as follows. When S B is passed as a parameter to f T , f T simulates the function f S B with S B as the parameter to it. Since f S B is computable, f S B halts for all inputs. If the function f T finds that the computation c xn occurs before the computation c ym then the function returns the string "xy", else the function returns the string "yx". Now to prove that the sets T S1 B and T S2 B are both non empty. Let the function f s construct the string S B from the set B. The function f s can be described as (1) first perform the computation C X (for X) then perform the computation C Y (for Y) and then perform the computation C S B (so as to return S B ) or (2) first perform the computation C Y (for Y) then perform the computation C X (for X) and then perform the computation C S B (so as to return S B ). These two options exists since the set B can be constructed from the string S B . From the above arguments it is obvious that the sets T S1 B and T S2 B are both non empty. Therefore there exists a function f T , such that for all S B , f T (S B ) = "xy" or "yx" . • for all x i , f e (x i ) = f e2 (x i ) and
• f e2 takes exactly one single move to produce the result.
Proof. Let f e (x i ) = S i C , and let c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , . . . , c n−1 , c n be the sequence of computations performed by f e when x i is passed as a parameter to it, so as to produce S Let S c i be the set of all such c i (note that this set S c i is a finite set, since the domain of f e is a finite set). Now for a c i in the set S c i can be considered as a single move made in the new f e on passing x i as a parameter to it, so as to return S i C . Note that there is a one-to-one mapping between x i and c i and for every c i there is a S i C . So there exists a function, say f e2 which on passing x i as a parameter to it performs the computation c i (c i in f e2 corresponds to the computation c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , . . . , c n−1 , c n in f e ) and returns the set S i C from the range of f e2 (which is also the range of the function f e ) in exactly one move (or f e2 can be considered as a nondeterministic function that on inputting x i nondeterministically selects and returns the element S i C from the range of the function f e2 in exactly one single move).
The next theorem (GeneralWorstCaseTheorem) in effect says that "If there are ninety nine rotten mangos and one good mango in a bag, then it takes at-least hundred moves (or checks) to check whether there is a good a mango in that bag in at-least one case." Theorem 4.1. GeneralWorstCaseTheorem: Let S a be an AtomSet, and S C a SubObjectsSet (all elements of S C are sub Objects of an Object defined in the later part of the theorem), and let pr i be a property, and let [S C ] pr i be true, then (for sufficiently large |S a |) for all f e that is an EnumeratorFunction, there exists a f oc that is an ObjectCreatorFunction, such that
Proof. The theorem is obvious when, |S C | = 1, so assume |S C | > 1. Let Ob a ∈ S C , such that pr i (Ob a ) = true, where pr i is a property. This is true, since [S C ] pr i is true. Let f e (Ob i ) = S i C , and for some f oc , f oc (S a ) = Ob i . Assume |S i C | = c and c < |S C | (and c = |S C |). The set S C contains exactly one element, say Ob a , such that pr i (Ob a ) = true, since [S C ] pr i be true. Since S i C ⊂ S C and |S i C | = c and c < |S C | the set S C can be partitioned into two sets of sets, say X and Y , such that for all S x ∈ X , [S x ] pr i is f alse, and for all S y ∈ Y , [S y ] pr i is true. Writing this formally the set of elements of S C can be partitioned into two sets of set, say X and Y defined as.
Note that in the above definitions of the sets X and Y , pr i (Ob a ) = true. It is to be noted that both the sets X and Y are not empty sets, and |X| and |Y| are both greater than one, since |S i C | = c and c < |S C | is assumed to be true, for a sufficiently large |S a |.
Note that the set Z = X ∪ Y contains all possible values the function f e can return, since for an arbitrary S i C returned by f e , the set Z contains all possible sub sets of S C with cardinality equal to c and S i C ⊂ S C . To prove the theorem it is enough to prove that for all f e there exists a S i C , such that Ob a / ∈ S i C . But it may be the case that whenever f e (
Assume that StatementToBeDisproved1 is true. Now to prove that there exists f oc such that f oc (S a ) = Ob i , and f e (Ob i ) = S i C , and Ob a / ∈ S i C , so as to disprove StatementToBeDisproved1. For the statement StatementToBeDisproved1 to be true always, it is mandatory that the function f e should always return an element, say S y from the set Z = X∪Y , such that Ob a ∈ S y (or f e should always return a set that is also an element of the set Y). Since S a is a finite set, the set of all the set of all Objects that can be constructed from S a , and passed as a parameter to the function f e is also finite (from FinitenessAsuumption). Therefore since the domain and range of f e are both finite sets, it follows from SingleMoveLemma that f e can be replaced by function, say f e2 such that f e (Ob i ) = f e2 (Ob i ) and f e2 (Ob i
returns an element of the set X, then f e3 selects (and returns) the set X from the set B. Let StatementToBeDisproved3 be defined as "f e3 always returns the set Y". Now to prove that StatementToBeDisproved2 ⇒ StatementToBeDisproved3. The function f e2 selects (and returns) an element of Z in exactly one move. The set Z can be partitioned into sets X and Y. Therefore the values returned by the function f e2 can also be partitioned into sets X and Y, and the function f e2 does the computation in exactly one move. Therefore it follows that StatementToBeDisproved2 ⇒ StatementToBeDisproved3. i.e., StatementToBeDisproved1 ⇒ StatementToBeDisproved3. Now to prove the theorem it is enough to disprove StatementToBeDisproved3. Let M be a Turing machine, such that either the string "xy" or the string "yx" is inputted to the machine M, and the machine M accepts the string inputted to it and halts, if the string inputted contains the character 'y', and the machine M rejects the string inputted to it and halts, if the string inputted does not contain the character 'y', with the additional condition that M can make only one move to make the decision. Let StatementToBeDisproved4 be the statement "M always accepts the string inputted to it". Now to prove that StatementToBeDisproved3 ⇒ StatementToBeDisproved4. From the definition of Gödel encoding there exists a string, say S B from which the set B can be constructed. Let T S B be the set of all such S B .
From lemma StringPartitionLemma the set of all S B can be mapped into either the string "xy" or the string "yx" . Let f xy be a computable function such that the domain of the function f xy is the set { c : c is the character 'x' or c is the character 'y' } and the range of the function f xy is the set {X, Y}, and f xy ('x') = X and f xy ('y') = Y . From the definition of the function f xy , it follows that the set B can be represented as either the string "xy" or the string "yx". Now the function f e3 does the computation in exactly one move. Therefore for a Turing machine M to simulate the function f e3 , a string from which the set B can be deduced should be placed on the tape of the machine M and M should check whether the string inputted contains the character 'y' in exactly one move (exactly one move since f e3 does the computation in exactly one move). Therefore it follows that StatementToBeDisproved3 ⇒ StatementToBeDisproved4. Or StatementToBeDisproved1 ⇒ StatementToBeDisproved4. Therefore to prove the statement of the theorem it is enough to disprove the statement StatementToBeDisproved4. The machine M can make only one move to make the decision, and either the string "xy" or the string "yx" are inputted to the machine M. It is obvious that the machine M can only accept the string inputted to it (from assumption AllAreDeterministicAndStartsFromTheLeft) if and only if the string inputted to it begins with the character 'y'. But since either the string "xy" or the string "yx" are inputted to the machine M, and since M can make only one move, and the string "xy" does not begin with the character 'x', it follows that there is a case when the machine M halts and rejects the string inputted to it. Therefore the statement StatementToBeDisproved4 (which says that M always accepts the string inputted to it) is wrong. Therefore it follows that the statement StatementToBeDisproved1 is f alse. ⇒ for all f e there exists a S • for all Ob b ∈ S C , Ob b ⊂ Ob i and
Proof. The proof is similar to GeneralWorstCaseTheorem, except that when either the string "xy" or the string "yx" are inputted to the machine M, the machine M is forced to accept the string inputted to it.
Further Definitions And Notations.
Definition 12. Encoder: Let E be a computable function, and Ob i an Object, then E is an Encoder if E takes Ob i as the only parameter to it and returns a string, say S (i.e., E(Ob i ) = S) such that if Ob j and Ob k are Objects then E(Ob j ) = E(Ob k ) if and only if Ob j = Ob k .
Remark 8. Intuitively an Encoder simply converts an Object into a string with out performing any other computation. The value returned by an Encoder for two inputs are the same if and only if the inputs given are the same.
Definition 13. M(S)
: is defined when M is a Turing machine and S is a string and M(S) = 1 (if on inputting the string S to the Turing machine M, M halts and M accepts the string S), and M(S) = 0 (if on inputting the string S to the Turing machine M, M halts and M rejects the string S). Definition 14. M pr i : Let E be an Encoder, and Ob i an Object, and pr i a property, and let E(Ob i ) = S, then M pr i is a Turing machine such that, M pr i (S) = 1 when there exists an Object Ob a ⊂ Ob i and pr i (Ob a ) = true, and M pr i (S) = 0 when there is no such Object that is a sub Object of Ob i , and the Turing machine M pr i halts for all inputs.
Remark 9. Intuitively a M pr i is the actual place where Ob i that is an Object has a sub Object that satisfies the property pr i is decided.
Other than these I follow the notations in Soare [2] .
Definition 15. T uringP rogram(M)
: is defined to be the Turing program of the Turing machine M.
Program of a Turing machine is defined in Soare [2] .
Definition 16. α i → α i+1 : Let M be a Turing machine, and S a string. If M on inputting the string S to it, reaches the configuration α i at some particular point of time, and the configuration α i+1 follows immediately after α i , then α i → α i+1 is true.
Definition 17. C M S : Let the machine M start with the configuration α 1 when the string S is inputted to it, and let α 2 , α 3 , . . . , α i , α i+1 , . . . , α k , α k+1 . Let the quintuple q 1 ∈ T uringP rogram(M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α 1 to α 2 . And let the quintuple q 2 ∈ T uringP rogram(M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α 2 to α 3 . And let the quintuple q i ∈ T uringP rogram(M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α i to α i+1 . And let the quintuple q k ∈ T uringP rogram(M) be used by M to make the transition from the configuration α k to α k+1 . Then Q M S is defined to be the sequence of quintuples q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q i , . . . , q k .
Intuitively Q M S is the sequence of quintuples (possibly with repetition) used by the machine M (on inputting the string S) to make a transition from one configuration to another such that the i th quintuple in the sequence is used to make the i th move by M. There would be a unique Q 
Definition 20. S a \S b : is defined to be {x : x ∈ S a and x / ∈ S b } .
Theorem 5.1. NonEmptinessLemma: There exists at-least one M pr i where pr i is a property.
Proof. Let G be a finite graph with exactly one sub graph in it which is a clique of size 10. Let E be an Encoder and E(G) = S, and M be a Turing machine and M(S) = 1 if and only if G contains a clique of size 10. The statement of the theorem is obvious from this example.
6 Fixed Type Theorems. follows from the existence of the sequence Ob Q a . Let M and E and Ob i and Ob a be predetermined. The statement "SubObjectStatement" is definable, since it is a finite statement. Let for some M and E and Ob i and Ob a , let the statement "SubObjectStatement" be true for some k, where k is the length of k-Q M S . This implies that the statement "SubObjectStatement" may not be true for some value less than k. But whatever it be, since the statement "SubObjectStatement" is true for some k, it follows that the sequence Ob 
